Abstract-Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems have recently appeared as candidates for future high-bandwidth wireless communications. Extensive research in that area has shown that MIMO systems offer significant capacity enhancements in non Line-of-Sight (LOS) environments where rich scattering is present. In environments with a strong LOS signal, the performance is thought to be greatly reduced due to the deterministic nature of that signal. In this paper we investigate the link-level performance of MIMO systems in such environments and we demonstrate that the LOS signal can provide the optimum MIMO performance if specifically designed antenna arrays are employed at both sides of the communications link. To help in the design of such structures we derive expressions that relate the Bit-Error Rate (BER) with the positions of the MIMO antenna elements for systems employing Zero-Forcing (ZF) or MaximumLikelihood (ML) receivers. A Monte-Carlo simulator is used to verify the validity of these expressions. Finally, a set of simple criteria for achieving the maximum performance in 2 × 2 MIMO systems is derived in terms of the separation distance, the interelement spacing and the orientation of the transmit and receive arrays.
I. INTRODUCTION
Previous work in MIMO communication systems has shown that, in principle, these systems offer a substantial increase in spectral efficiency with the number of transmit and receive antenna elements [1] , [2] . A number of studies have identified that this theoretical increase does not apply in LOS environments due to the high correlation between the LOS signals [3] . On the other hand, recent studies suggest that it is possible to overcome the problem of correlation by positioning the antenna elements in a way that the orthogonality in the received signals is preserved [4] , [5] . These studies however present an information theoretic analysis which only gives an upper bound on the realistic capacity of a MIMO system and does not necessarily reflect the achievable performance using practical transmission and detection techniques. In this paper, we study the performance of Spatial Multiplexing (SM) MIMO systems from a link-level perspective for the ZF and ML MIMO receivers.
II. CHANNEL MODEL
The received signal vector y ∈ C Nr in a flat-fading N t ×N r MIMO system can be written in terms of the channel response matrix H ∈ C Nr×Nt , the transmitted signal vector x ∈ C Nt and the additive Gaussian noise n ∈ C Nr as
Where ρ in is the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) at the input to the receiver. The MIMO channel response matrix is usually modeled as
where H L is the matrix containing the free-space responses between all elements, H N accounts for the scattered signals [6] and the Rician K-factor controls the ratio of powers of the free-space and the scattered signals. For the purpose of our investigations we only need to examine the LOS response matrix since it is the structure of this matrix that determines the performance of MIMO systems in LOS. This is a completely deterministic matrix and is given by
The significance of the structure of this matrix on the system's performance depends only on the K-factor of the given scenario. For example, consider a MIMO system where the transmit and receive arrays are in LOS and separated by a few metres in an indoor environment. If the operating frequency is in the high microwave or mm-wave band, then the K factor is usually very high (more than 10dB) [7] , [8] . Under those conditions H ≈ H L and the system performance depends only on the LOS channel response.
III. DERIVATION OF ANALYTIC EXPRESSIONS FOR THE BER IN LOS MIMO SYSTEMS

A. Zero-Forcing
The most common linear MIMO receiver is the ZeroForcing receiver where (assuming that the receiver has knowledge of the channel) the received signal vector is multiplied by the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of the channel matrix (H † )to obtain the estimated transmit signal vector s. For a full-rank channel this is equal to
Then the output SNR from the receiver is given by
Where [ ] kk represents the (k, k) matrix minor [9] . Since the LOS channel matrix is deterministic, the output SNR (and hence the BER) can be easily calculated for every MIMO configuration using the above equation.
B. Maximum Likelihood
The reduced complexity of the ZF receiver comes at the cost of noise amplification (as shown from (4)). An alternative receiver that does not suffer from this problem is the ML receiver, which is optimal for MIMO recovery [10] . Assuming equally likely, temporally uncoded transmit symbols, the ML receiver chooses the vector s that solves:
where the optimization is performed through an exhaustive search over all candidate vector symbols. In an N t ×N r MIMO system employing a modulation scheme of constellation size C, the number of these symbols is C Nt (for convenience we use K = C Nt from now on). Assuming that the receiver has perfect channel knowledge the ML metrics m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m K corresponding to the candidate symbol vectors s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s K can be evaluated from
for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} (the full paper shows that these follow non-central chi-squared distributions). The test symbol that gives the lowest ML metric is accepted as the transmitted vector. Therefore, if we assume that m 1 corresponds to the test vector s 1 = x then in order for an error to occur, at least one of the m 2 , m 3 , . . . m K metrics needs to be lower than m 1 . The probability of error P e can then be expressed as
where
and 0 is the null vector. The full paper shows that the vector (w i − m i ) of length (K − 1) follows a multivariate normal distribution with the following probability density function
where for all k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}. In the above equations Σ i is the covariance matrix of (w i − m i ).
By integrating f i from zero to infinity, the probability of error due to each test vector s i can be calculated. Practically, this is performed using numerical integration methods which usually involve a substantial computational complexity. The complexity however is greatly reduced compared to that of performing a link-level simulation whereas the accuracy depends only on the choice of numerical integration method. This expression is particularly useful for calculating probabilities of error for high SNR where link-level simulations require impractical run times.
IV. RESULTS
To verify the expressions derived in the previous section, we compare the results of our method with those from a MonteCarlo link-level simulator for a given scenario. This simulator measures the BER by counting the number of erroneously detected signals in an SM MIMO system with a channel response given by (3) and assuming additive Gaussian noise. The test scenario for our virtual experiment is shown in Fig.  1 . The BER is measured using both methods as a function of the displacement of one of the two arrays (reciprocity applies) in the y-direction. For zero displacement, the system is designed (using the expressions derived previously) to give optimal performance with both receivers. In our scenario the operating frequency is assumed to be 60 GHz, the SNR is 6dB and a number of 10000 snapshots is taken by the simulator. The results are shown in Fig. 2 and 3 .
A number of interesting observations can be drawn from these figures. In terms of the validity of our analytical method, it is obvious that the analytic results show very close agreement with the results from the Monte-Carlo simulator. A small variation on the results from the simulator at low BER can be accounted to the finite number of snapshots and demonstrates the increased accuracy of our method.
As far as the performance of MIMO systems in LOS, it can be seen that the positioning of the arrays has a profound effect on the resulting BER even though the path losses are not taken into account (the channel response is normalised to maintain unity gain). At the optimal point (zero displacement) the BER from both MIMO receivers is equal to that of a SISO system (for the same SNR) even though the data-rate of the 2×2 system is double. In practice, this corresponds to perfectly orthogonal MIMO subchannels. This is contrary to the belief that systems in LOS environments are always rank-deficient and that their performance is equivalent to that of MultipleInput Single-Output (MISO) systems.
Finally, these results show the superiority of the ML over the ZF receiver since the former achieved the optimum BER in a much wider range of displacement values. A complete analysis of these results along with an investigation of the performance of other scenarios will be included in the full paper.
V. MINIMUM BER CRITERIA FOR ZF AND ML SYSTEMS
Using the derived expressions for the BER as a function of the inter-element distances, the criteria for achieving minimum BER can be formulated in terms of the inter-element spacing and the transmitter to receiver distance. These can help in the design of optimum MIMO systems in LOS environments.
A. Zero-Forcing
In order to achieve the minimum BER in a system employing a ZF receiver, the fraction in (5) needs to be maximised. The full paper shows that for a 2 × 2 MIMO system this is maximised when
Moreover, it is shown that the above equation can be further simplified to:
Where, D is the separation distance between the transmitter and the receiver and s 1 , s 2 are the inter-element spacings at the two arrays.
B. Maximum-Likelihood
In order to achieve the minimum BER in an ML receiver, E{m i } needs to be maximised for all i ∈ {2, 3, . . . , K}. The full paper shows that for a 2 × 2 MIMO system this is true for
These criteria are obviously more flexible than the criterion for minimum BER in ZF systems. This was verified from the results of the previous section where the minimum BER in the ML receiver was achieved at a much larger range than the ZF.
Another important observation is that contrary to the minimum BER criteria for ZF, the ML BER depends on the transmit phases. Using this property, it is possible to construct a MIMO system that will adaptively satisfy the minimum BER criteria for a given point in space by adjusting the transmit phase on one of the elements (a more detailed analysis of this will be included in the full paper).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A novel set of ZF and ML performance metrics are derived. By carefully designing the MIMO array geometries it is shown that high link-level performance can be achieved for LOS channels. The optimum design criteria to minimise the BER for ZF and ML receivers are derived and theoretical performance bounds are compared with Monte Carlo simulation results.
